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 DIOCESE OF SAN BERNARDINO 
 
 COLLECTION COUNTING GUIDELINES 
 
 
There are some general guidelines for collection counting and money handling in addition to 
specific guidelines for the physical counting and recording of the collections.  They are as follows: 
 
1. Collections should be taken directly from the collection baskets, placed in pre-assigned 

tamper-proof cash bags and locked in a safe as soon as they are taken from the altar. 
Access to the safe should be limited to as few persons as is practical.  

 
2. A log should be maintained to record the number of the tamper-proof cash bag, the date of 

the collection and the name (initials) of the person(s) responsible for securing the bag.  
 
3. If the collections must be moved from the Church to another building, at least two persons 

should transport the money to the safe.  One person carrying the collections from one 
building to another is at risk as is the money. 

 
4. Collections should remain locked in the safe until at least two counters arrive to count. 

 
5. The tear off slip from the tamper proof bag should be retained and attached to either the 

tamper proof bag log or the weekly count sheet.  This is your proof that the bag assigned is 
same bag that was opened. In addition, collection counters should initial the log verifying 
that all assigned bags were returned. 

 
6. Cash should never be removed from the collections.  All collections should be deposited 

"intact" at the bank, i.e., checks should not be cashed from the collections nor should cash 
disbursements be made from the collections. 

 
7. Counting of the collections must be done by a minimum of two persons.  They may be 

volunteers or paid staff but must be independent of the record keeping process, i.e., not 
the bookkeeper. 

 
8. All checks should be endorsed as soon as is practical after they are received. 
 
9. Deposits into the bank should be made immediately after the collections are counted.  If the 

counting is done on the weekend, two or more persons should make a night deposit. 
 
10. When deposit correction notices are received from the bank, every effort should be made to 

determine the reason for the variance.  The counters should be notified of all deposit 
variances/corrections. 
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DIOCESE OF SAN BERNARDINO 

 
PROCEDURE FOR COUNTING COLLECTIONS 

 
 
1. When counters arrive and the tamper-proof cash bags have been retrieved from the safe, 

at least two individuals should verify (from the log) that all bags shown are accounted for. 
 
2. The bags should be opened with a minimum of two unrelated individuals (counters) present 

and the counting should proceed as usual. 
 
3. Separate envelopes from loose checks and cash. 
 
4. Compare the loose checks to a computer listing to identify ID numbers for any registered 

parishioners.  Make a hand-written list for envelope contributors who did not use their 
envelopes.  This list should have the ID number, parishioner name and amount of the 
check.  The person entering the envelope contributions into the computer will use this list.  
Checks that are not from a registered parishioner are considered to be Plate. 

 
5. If there are supplementary envelopes that are not pre-printed with names and ID numbers, 

such as building fund or debt reduction, that have been placed in the collection - determine 
what the ID numbers are and write them on the envelopes.  All envelopes must have an ID 
number on them.  If there is no way to identify the donor, the money in the envelope is 
considered to be Plate. 

 
6. Open envelopes and separate into two stacks:  1) envelopes with checks and 2) envelopes 

with cash.  Do not remove contents at this time. 
 
7. Work with groups of 25 to 30 envelopes as follows: 
 

a. Open envelope and take out cash/check. 
b. Verify amounts in the envelopes.  Write the amount on the outside of the envelope.  

Make sure amounts are legible. 
c. Separate currency by denomination, mark totals on slip of paper, initial and band 

together. 
d. Indicate the type of payment with a "C" for cash or currency and with a "" for a 

check.  Cashier's checks or money orders should be treated as check.  If check 
numbers are recorded in the computer, write the number of any personal check on 
the envelope. 

 
8. Run an adding machine tape of the written amounts in each group of envelopes.  Then run 

an adding machine tape of the corresponding checks and/or cash.  Make sure that the 
envelope total and the checks and/or cash total agrees.  Sign and date the tape. 

 
9. Put checks together in a stack and keep currency and coin separated by denomination.  

Count currency and coins and record the amounts on the collection sheet.  Total all tapes 
together for the checks and record that amount on the collection sheet. 

 
10. Plate money must be counted twice by at least two different persons.  A plate donation is 

any donation that cannot be identified with a registered parishioner.  It can be in the form of 
a check, cash or both. 
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11. Record currency, coin and total of checks from the plate collection to the collection sheet. 
 

NOTE:  Use one collection sheet for plate, envelope and total Sunday collections.   
 
Follow the same procedures for special collections and Holy Day collections, i.e. Christmas 
and Easter.  Keep these collections separate from Sunday collections. 

 
12. If there are collections in addition to the regular Sunday collections (second collection for 

school, etc.), combine the plate collection with the envelope collection and copy total to the 
Weekly Count Sheet. 

 
13. Verify that all checks are signed and properly dated.  Restrictively endorse all checks with 

bank stamp. 
 
14. Record all checks on deposit slip.  Some banks will allow an adding machine tape of 

checks labeled with the appropriate ABA bank ID number.  If an adding machine tape is 
acceptable, the parish must retain a copy.  Keep all checks together with the deposit slip.   

 
15. The deposit slip and the total of the collection sheets must agree. 
 
16. Complete the count sheet (or record of deposit).  At least two counters should sign this form 

to attest to the totals.  The bookkeeper should not count the collections or sign the count 
sheet.  The date on the count sheet should be the date the collection was received.  
Sunday collections should have the Sunday date on the count sheet even if the 
deposit is being made on a weekday following that Sunday. 

 
17. Keep all envelopes, record of loose checks and collection sheets together for the person 

who will enter the donations into the computer. 
 
18. The amount entered into the computer for envelope donations must agree with the amount 

on the envelope collection sheet. 
 
 
These guidelines for handling the Church's collections are generally accepted accounting practices 
for handling of money - not just Diocesan Policy.  They have been established to protect the 
persons handling the funds as well as to protect the funds and the entity to which they are given. 
 
Donations are freely given and our parishioners' generosity should not be taken lightly.  Every effort 
should be made to protect these gifts.  Volunteers and staff are precious to the Church and they 
should not be put a risk by allowing them to practice unsafe and non-businesslike money handling 
methods. 
 
If you have any questions regarding these procedures, please call our office.  We are here to assist 
you in your ministry. 
 

Parish Assistance 
(909) 475-5490 
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